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Characters  4

 5

SPEAKER , someone with a history of having few friends and each one a gem  6 7

HELMETKID, Speaker imitating a childhood friend while holding something up over their head 
as a stand-in for the infamous helmet

8

Scene

 Title of poem set in Times New Roman, Bold, 24pt, and centered. 1

 Author attribution set in Times, Regular, 18pt, and centered.2

 Copyright attribution set in Times, Regular, 12pt, and set to the left margin with no fancy 3

indentation.

 Section title set in Times, Regular, 18pt, and centered.4

 One line/space between section title and the body text that follows in the same format as the 5

body text.

 Character names are always capitalized in the Character List, in the stage directions, and 6

when indicating which character is speaking.

 Body text set in Times, Regular, 12pt, and set to the left margin with a half-inch indentation 7

on all successive lines of a given paragraph/stanza.

 Two lines/spaces between the end of body text and the following section title in the same 8

format as the preceding body text.



SPEAKER ( almost finished drink in hand  ) : HelmetKid,  9 10

I miss you;  11

your devotion  
to your grandma’s insistence  
that 
that thing  
never  
leave your head;  
that your training wheels  
remain  
permanently affixed  
to your bike: 
unless I’m wrong  
and those were your choices,  
in the which case  
I miss you even more;  
your cool as a cucumber exterior  
that time my father  
came in from mowing the lawn  
sweaty with drips,  
staring you down  
with the intent to kill:  
because you were there  
in his spot on the couch,  
shoes barely off the edge,  

 Stage directions are lowercase, italicized, and put in parentheses with a spaces between the 9

parentheses and the directions.

 Stage directions are set after a Character’s name and before a colon when you want the 10

stage direction applied to carry for the entire poem/stanza.

 Starting a new line of verse while keeping it linked (in the computer’s brain) with the previous 11

line for formatting purposes can be done using [ Shift + Return ].



( lifting chin )  your chin as high as could be  12

so you could look him 
dead in the eye,  
out from under  
( lifts helmet stand-in to shade eyes ) that thing,  
sipping a Lipton Iced Tea ( takes a drink ),  13

and said to him 
with all the bravery  
of a fool named Jack 

HELMETKID: It was the last one. ( takes another drink ) 
SPEAKER: And he 

could do nothing  
to stop you,  
HemletKid.  
( finishes drink )  14

Nothing.

 Stage directions at the start of a line of verse are meant to be done simultaneously with that 12

line of verse.

 Stage directions at the end of a line of verse should be short and sweet as a way of 13

punctuating what has just been said.

 You can use [ Shift + Return ] to put spaces between stanzas within a Character’s speech and 14

or you can use a line of stage directions that “takes a moment” to make a moment.


